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INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY 

During the past year and a half, the Tiros series of meteorological satellites have 
televised back to the earth numerous cloud photographs which are of potential value 
in adding to our knowledge of cloud structure and coverage on a global scale . The 
resolution of these pictures is so high that, when rectified with great accuracy, the 
photographs reveal not only the large-scale circulation pattern but also that of a 
convective activity on a local scale. 

In connection with research on mesoscale meteorological disturbances using Tiros 
cloud pictures, the author developed a rectification technique by which the error in 
fixing cloud locations can be reduced to almost 0. 1 degree of arc near the satellite 
subpoints . Even with a fairly high object nadir angle such as 50 to 55 degrees, the 
errors usually do not exceed 0 . 5 degree of arc. This technique can be applied to 
any cloud photograph regardless of the height and eccentricity of the satellite orbit. 
With this method all the frames of a series of photographs can be rectified if only 
one or two photographs show the apparent horiz on of the earth. Since no information 
on nadir or mintmum nadir angles is needed, it is possible to rectify any series of 
pictures independent of all others. 

The rectifi cation begins with the elimination of dis tortions , both lens and electronic, 
and pr oceeds to de termine the nadir angle using the fr am es showing the horizon. 
Playing an important role in this r ectification i s the movem ent of the pr incipal point 
on the earth and the image plane . Its movem ent give s us an extrem e ly accurate way 
of dete rmining the principa l line without us in;5 the appar ent horiz on of the earth, 
which i s not always included in th·:! image. A quick and accura te determination of 
the spin-axis point using an Oblique Equidistant Cylindrical Proje ction Chart and 
its overlay eliminates the necessity of de termining exposure time and azimuth angle. 
The rectification can be complet ed, in most cases, without cons idering these value s . 

The final result of the rectification appear s in the form of longitude and latitude lines 
drawn directly on the cloud photograph. The inter vals of this geographic grid ar e 5 
degr ees near the appar ent horizon and 1 degr ee elsewhere, except near the image 
subpoint, wher e 1/2 degr ee grids ar e desired . 

The following grids or cha rts a r e r equired in performing a complet e r ectification : 
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(1) Nadir Angle Grids 
The grids are available at 2 degree intervals of nadir 
angle between 0 and 130; However, the grids between 
0 and 60 degree nadir angle will be sufficient to rectify 
most of the pictures. The nadir-angle grids are not 
affected by change in satellite height. 

(2) Height Grids 
The grids are prepared at 10-km intervals of satellite 
height between 700 and 800 km. This range is sufficient 
for Tiros I, II, and III. . When the satellite height 
increases or decreases beyond this range, new height 
grids should be added. Height grids are not affected 
by change in nadir angle. 

(3) Distortion-Free Fiducial Grids 
One grid for each camera is required. It will be 
necessary to add new grids when new meteorological 
satellites are launched in the future. 

(4) Fiducial Grids 
This is the grid which fits the fiducial marks on actual 
photographs. Only one or two grids are usually used 
for the entire series of tape-mode pictures. 

(5) OEC Projection Chart and Its Overlay 
One or two of each are sufficient for any satellite. 

This text was prepared as an aid in workshop or laboratory- type rectification practice. 
A complete text, including a complete description of technique and basic mathematics, 
will follow. 

Ack now 1 edge men ts : The author is very grateful for the continual encouragement of 
Dr. Morris Tepper, Chief, Meteorological Satellite Program, NASA, and, Dr. David S. 
Johnson, Chief, Meteordogical Satellite Laboratory, U. S. Weather Bureau. Also to 
Toshimitsu Ushijima for his computations and drawings of geographic-grid overlays on 
photographs and his drafting of the OEC Projection Chart . . And to David Hong and Donna 
Fredericks for their computation of the OEC Projection Chart, Height Grids, and Nadir 
Angle Grids. 
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I BASIC GEOMETRY 

Ia SPACE O~OMETRY 
Abbreviations 

CNP - Celestial North Pole 
CPP - Celestial Principal Point 
CSA - Celestial Spin-Axis Point 
CSP - Celestial Subpoint 
SAT - Satellite 
TNP - Terrestrial North Pole 

TPP - Terrestrial Principal Point 
TSA - Terrestrial Spin-Axis Point 
TSP - Terrestrial Subpoint 

'T} - nadir angle 
7]0 - minimum nadir angle 
cp - latitude 

The optical axes of satelliteborne cameras are oriented parallel to the spin axis of the 
satellite. Therefore, the points TSA, TSP, TPP,. and SAT are always located on a plane 
through the center of the earth. This plane is called the principal plane. The principal 
line on the earth, defined by the intersection of the principal plane and the terrestrial 
sphere, is a great circle passing through three points -- TSA, TSP, and TPP. 

Due to the orbital motion of the sateHite and the rotation of the earth, these points move on 
the terrestrial sphere. It is obvious that TSA displaces westward 1/4 degree per minute 
along the latitude circle. 

On the celestial sphere, however, we may assume that CSA stays at a fixed point during 
any one particular orbit. The left figure reveals the change in the principal lines for the 
picture times 0, 1, 2, 3, etc. 

TERRESTRIAL 

CELESTIAL COORDINATES TERRESTRIAL COORDINATE S 
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I BASIC GEOMETRY 

lb MAP PROJECTION 

Abbreviations 

OEC Projection - Oblique Equidistant Cylindrical Projection 
SAN - Satellite Ascending Node 
TSP - Terrestrial Subpoint 

" ·- Inclination of orbit 

After an investigation of map projections, the OEC Projection was chosen because of its 
accuracy and convenience for rectification purposes. 

The angle of the oblique cylindrical projection is equal to 
of the orbit. However, the actual distances a and b 
conserved upon projection on the OEC map. 

<. , the angle of inclination 
on the terrestrial sphere are 

The overlay to the OEC Projection shows the distance in degrees of arc from TSP, and.the 
great circles at 30 degree .intervals radiating from TSP. ·Tue principal· lines on the earth 
are a part of the great circle through TSP. Therefore, the overlay is useful in drawing 
principal lines on the OEC chart, and in determining the nadir angle for each frame. 
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I BASIC GEOMETRY 

Ic GRID GEOMETRY 

Abbreviations 

CSP Track - Celestial Subpoint Track 
IPP - Image Principal Point 
ISP - Image Subpoint 
OEC Projection - ·Oblique Equidistant Cylindrical 

Projection 
SAT - Satellite 

TPP - Terrestrial Principal Point 
TSP - Terrestrial Subpoint 
ZE Projection - Zenithal Equidistant Projection 
f - principal distance 

"J - nadir angle 
"J* - object nadir angle 

The rectification grids include the nadir angle and height grids, which vary respectively 
with the nadir angle and the height of the satelliteborrie camera. The principal distance 

f = 94. 7 mm was used in computing the nadir angle grids at two-degree intervals. 
The height grids, prepared at 10-km intervals, are designed to match the scale of the 
OEC Projection and its overlay (1 degree arc = 5 mm). 

It should be ·noted that the azimuth lines on the height grids· are not straight except in the 
directions parallel and perpendicular to the CSP Track. The azimuth lines represent great 
circles through the satellite subpoint on OEC charts, and they r emain the same in all the 
height grids. When a .height grid is placed on an OEC chart, the orientation of the CSP 
Track marked on the height grid must be kept approximately parallel to that of the CSP 
Track on the OEC chart in order to obtain the best approximation. 

t 40 210 

Z E Project ion OEC Projec t ion 
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I BASIC GEOMETRY 

Id ACTUAL GRIDS IN REDUCED SIZE 
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II RECTIFICATION 

Ila DATA REQUIRED FOR RECTIFICATION 

1. A series of tape-mode or direct-readout pictures. 

2. Programmed picture s tart time for tape-mode pictures. 
Actual exposure time for direct-readout pictures. 

3. Time, latitude, longitude and height of satellite. 

4. The following parameter s can be computed from 1-3, but need not 
necessarily be known beforehand: Nadir Angle, Azimuth Angle, 
Minimum Nadir Angle, Equator Crossing Time, etc. 

EXAMP L E 

Pass 133, R/O orbit 132, Tiros III, July 21, 1961 

1. 32 tape-mode pictures 

2. Programmed picture-start t ime; 15h 44m OOs Z 

3. Time, latitude, longitude and height from NASA Attitude World Map 

FRAME TIME (Z) LAT. (+N, -S) LONG. (E) HEIGHT (Km) 

!Sh 42m 27.8 273.0 764 
43 25 .4 275 .7 766 

•32 44 23.0 278.4 768 
30 45 20.S 280 .9 770 
28 46 17.9 283.4 772 
26 47 15 .3 285 .7 774 
24 48 12.7 288 .0 776 
22 49 10. 1 290.3 778 
20 so 7 .4 292 .S 781 
18 51 4.8 294.7 783 
16 52 2.1 296.8 786 
14 53 - 0 .6 299.0 788 
12 54 - 3 .2 301.1 791 
10 55 - 5.9 303.3 794 
8 56 - 8.S 305 .5 796 
6 57 -11 .2 307 .7 799 
4 58 -13 .8 309.9 801 
2 59 - 16 .3 312.2 804 

16h OOm - 18.9 314 .6 807 
01 -21.4 317 .1 809 

*Frame numbers estimated from the picture start time. May be 
up to a few minutes off. 
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II RECTIFICATION 

Ilb CORRECTION OF DISTORTIONS 
(Use all pictures) 

IPP - Image Prin'cipal Point 

Abbreviations 

The first step in satellite photogrammetric analysis is to eliminate electronic and lens 
distortions, by which the fiducial marks, (four L-shape corners and a central + mark), 
as well as the cloud images, are distorted. The distortion varies in each picture, but 
usually differs little within a single series of tape-mode pictures. As indicated in the 
left figure, a fiducial grid is constructed as an overlay to each picture. The grid may 
extend outward beyond the four corner marks. 

The distortion-free fiducial grid in the right figure is a grid as it would appear on an un
distorted image plane. This grid, which varies with each camera, was established using 
the polar target photograph obtained before the satellite was launched. 

The transcription of·any object point from the left to the right figure using these grids will 
eliminate the greater portion of electronic and lens distortions, making it possible to obtain 
the object angle directly on the distortion-free fiducial grid. 

FIDUC I AL GRIC 
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II RECTIFICATION 

Ile DETERMINATION OF 7J AND IPPs 
. (Use pictures with horizon)* 

IAH - Image Apparent Horizon 
IPP - Image Ptincipal Point 
ISP - Image Subpoint 
SAT -Satellite 
TPP - Terrestrial Principal Point 

Abbreviations 

TSP - Terrestrial Subpoint 
E - horizon distance in degrees 
f - principal distance 
7] - nadir angle 
8 - dip angie 

Transcribe the apparent horizon on the photograph onto a distortion-free fiducial grid. 
Then locate IAH which is the point on the apparent horizon closest to the image principal 
point. The distance in object angle between IPP and IAH is represented by E and 
there exists a relation: 

8 + E + 7] = 900 

If each picture shows a well defined horizon, this formula permits us to compute 7] for 
each picture. The value of 8 , which increases with the satellite height, appears on 
each height grid. 

* In order to draw the principal line on an image without the apparent horizon, a known 
direction on the image is necessuy. lt was fO\.md that the IPP track on the image, as 
described in the right figure, gives an accurate direction for this purpose. These 
successive IPPs were plotted on a .photograph by determining the location of each lPP 
relative to the cloud pattern in the vicinity. (See Ilg ) 

DISTORTION - FREE FIDUCIAL GRID 

TAPE 

FRAME NO. 8 

' .... 
' "o• 

• 6 
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II RECTIFICATION 

lld DETERMINATION OF THE DISTANCE OF TPP AND TSP TRACKS 
(Use only pictures with horizons) 

Abbreviations 
IAH - Image Apparent Horizon 
IPP - Image Principal Point 
ISP - Image Subpoint 
OEC Projection - Oblique Equidistant 

Cylindrical Projection 
TPP - Terrestrial Principal Point 

TSP - Terrestrial Subpoint 
d - Track distance, distance of TPP 

and TSP tracks measured in object 
nadir angle 

'TJ - nadir angle 
1]* - object nadir angle 

After the horizon is transcribed from the fiducial grid, draw the principal line on the 
distortion-free fiducial grid. Then select the nadir angle grid ( 1] is known from Ile) 
closest to the actual 1] for the picture, and place the distortion-free fiducial grid over 
the nadir-angle grid so that the principal lines and IPPs coincide. Now we are able to 
measure d in object nadir angle, as shown in the right figute. 

In order to bring the TSP track near the celestial orbit on the OEC chart, select the proper 
longitude and draw the: TSP track on an OEC Projection. Since we know the height of the 
satellite, it is possible to determine the small triangles, in the left figure, by placing a 
proper height grid over consecutive TSPs. Then, connect these small triangles by a 
smooth curve which represents the TPP track. The exact positions of TPPs corresponding to 
different frames is not yet known. 

Object Nodir AnQle 
on 

d (TRACK DISTANCE), Distance in 
object nadir anole between the 
TSP art<! TPP tracks 

DISTORTION-FREE FIDUCIAL GRID 
/ (:;''.. ' 

' ' 
TAPE 

/ 
/ 
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II ~ECTIFICATION 

Ile DETERMINATION OF SPIN-AXIS POINT FOR FRAME NUMBER ZERO 
(Use pictures with horizon) 

Abbreviations 

CSA - Celestial Spin -Axis Point 
OEC Projection - Oblique Equidistant 

Cylindrical Projection 
TSA - Terrestrial Spin-Axis Point 

TSP - Terrestrial Subpoint 
TPP - Terrestrial Principal Point 

77 - nadir angle 
77* - object nadir angle 

Place the center of a proper height grid on the TSP of a particular frame with known nadir 
angle. Select the point on the TPP track so that the distance in object nadir angle between 
TSP and TPP is equal to the nadir angle for the frame. 

Place the center of the OEC Overlay on the TSP and extend the vector, TPP-TSP, along the 
azimuth line on the Overlay, until the end of the vector reaches the 'T} for the frame. 
The endpoint of the vector is the TSA for this frame. 

Move the TSA westward along its latitude 1/4 degree of longitude per minute, in order to 
eliminate the earth's rotation. Usually, the CSA for imaginary frame number zero is used 
for averaging purposes. 

The figure below indicates the process used to obtain the TSA and CSA for each frame. 

Object Nadir An9le 
on HEIGHT GRID 
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II RECTIFICATION 

Ilf DETERMINATION OF PRINCIPAL LINES AND TPP FOR ALL FRAMES 
(Use OEC Chart and its Overlay) 

TPP - Terrestrial Principal Point 
TSA -Terrestrial Spin-Axis Point 

Abbreviations 

TSP - Terrestrial Subpoint 
77 - nadir angle 

The CSA of the imaginary frame No. Zero, obtained by assuming the rotation of the earth 
stopped at the moment picture 0 was taken, will now be moved eastward in order to obtain 
the TSA for all the frames in a series. 

Place the center of the OEC Overlay on a TSP. Connect this TSP with the corresponding TSA 
by means of the curved azimuth line on which TSA is located. This curved azimuth line is 
the principal line. The intersection of the principal line and the TPP track gives the exac~ 
position of the TPP. 

Now the value of 77 can be read directly on the OEC Overlay, which includes the great 
circle distance in arc between TSP and TSA. 

/ 
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II RECTIFICATION 

Ilg ADJUSTMENT OF TSP AND TIME DETERMINATION THROUGH PRELIMINARY 
RECTIFICATION (Use pictures with landmarks) 

CSP - Celestial Subpoint 
IPP - Image Principal Point 
ISP - Image Subpoint 

Abbreviations 

TPP - Terrestrial Principal Point 
TSP - Terrestrial Subpoint 

'T]11 
- object nadir angle 

Place the center of the proper height grid exactly over the TSP of the frame to be rectified. 
Then rotate the grid a few degrees until the principal line coincides with one of the azimuth 
lines on the height grid. The direction of the CSP track on the height grid should be main
tained approximately parallel to that of the OEC Projection chart in order that the projection 
error be minimized. 
Place a proper nadir-angle grid on the distortion-free fiducial grid to rectify the .picture. 
Keeping the IPPs on both sheets together, rotate one of the grids until the positions of the 
IPPs relative to the nadir-angle grid fit best with those of the TPPs with respect to the 
height grid. When the best fit is reached, the locations of principal lines and satellite 
subpoints on both grids are identical. This method permits us to determine the principal 
lines for pictures which do not include the apparent horizon. 
As shown in the fig~es below, the position of landmarks on the image can be transcribed, 
with the help of nadir angle and fiducial grids, to the OEC Projection chart on which the TPP 
and TSP tracks appear. By shifting the TSP right or left along the TSP Track, until the 
landmark and its geographic location on the OEC map coincide, it is possible to obtain the 
exact TSP for all frames, even though there may be only one distinguishable landmark within 
an entire series of pictures. 
The distance of the shift, divided by that of the one-minute movement of the TSP, is the 
difference between the programmed and actual exposure times. Using this technique, the 
error in time determination is usually less than two seconds. 

OEC PROJECTION CHART 
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II RECTIFICATION 

Ilh CONSTRUCTION OF LONGITUDE AND LATITUDE GRID 

Abbre v iations 

OEC Projection - Oblique Equidistant 
Cylindrical Projection 

TSP - Ter restrial Subpoint 
'T] - nadir angle 

The final stage of this rectification scheme is to draw a longitude-latitude or geographic 
grid directly over the photographs. 

After the completion of the TSP shift along the TSP track, we have exact TSPs and principal 
lines for all frames drawn on the OEC Projection Chart. Place the center ·of a proper height 
grid onto the TSP of the frame to be rectified and rotate the grid in the manner de scribed 
in Ilg. Then place the distortion-free fiducial grid over the proper nadir-angle grid, using 
the technique described in Ilg. 

Now we are ready to transcribe the crossover points of latitudes and longitudes at 5-degree 
intervals. This transcription is made first onto the distortion-free fiducial grid with the 
aid of the nadir-angle grid underneath, then finally to the fiducial grid. The geographic grid 
is drawn on a plastic or translucent paper overlay which is placed over the .cloud picture. 

If required, a supplementary grid with either one degree or one-half degree intervals may 
be added to the basic 5-degree grid. 
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III SPECIFIC EXAMPLE 

Illa 32 TAPE-MODE PICTURES WITH FIDUCIAL GRID 

After the proper fiducial grid was placed on top of each photograph, the 32 
pictures, from orbit 133 R/O 132, were rephotographed. These photographs 
are now ready to be useq for nadir angle measurement, and principal line 
determination. 

Presented below are the appar.ent horizon, principal line, and IPPs for frames 
31 and 32. 

DISTORTION- FREE FI DUCIAL GRI D DISTORTION - FREE FIDUCIAL GRID 

for TIROS m CAM ERA I for TIROS m CAMERA I 
OllllllT 1st fllllAIU S2T Of'llT IH ,lt.61111 SIT 
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III SPECIFIC EXAMPLE 
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III SPECIFIC EXAMPLE 
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III SPECIFIC EXAMPLE 
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III SPECIFIC EXAMPLE 
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III SPECIFIC EXAMPLE 
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III SPECIFIC EXAMPLE 

IDb 10 PICTURES WITH GEOGRAPHIC GRID 
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III SPECIFIC EXAMPLE 

FRAME 22 

FRAME 20 

70°W 
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III SPECIFIC EXAMPLE 

FRAME 17 

70°W 

FRAME 13 
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III SPECIFIC EXAMPLE 
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FRAME 4 

FRAME 2 
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